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Abstract
The Acadmie Française institution is assigned and devoted to defending the French language and to making it a common heritage for all
French speakers. The French Sign Language (LSF) has never had such a support.
To face this situation, a reference tool has been created, supported by the French Ministry of Education and by the General Delegation
to the French language and to languages of France. This tool is a collaborative website entirely bilingual French and LSF, and which
proposes for each concept at least one definition and its associated descriptors in various knowledge fields. Before being spread on-line,
the information given by users (text, picture, video, presentation) is examined by experts on form and content, and is validated or rejected
by these experts with an explanation.
Considering regional and sociological differences, several signs may be proposed and validated for one concept. Our project does not
wish to choose the ”ideal sign”, but wants to submit to our identified users all the proposals and to list their comments (have they come
across this sign and if so, in which context). A set of information is thus collected for each sign and can be related to users profiles. The
website is therefore an exchange platform, but can also be used as a linguistics observatory.
One of our main issues concerning the data organization was to manage to adjust users different viewpoints and different uses of the
website. Indeed, our platforms goal is not to make a simple dictionary but to create a network of ontologies. Our other issue is now that
we cannot use a rigid organization model, because our website must constantly evolve and include new concepts and new descriptions
or functionalities, such as illustrations, homonyms, antonyms, etc. In this article we will first briefly describe our platforms goals, then
present our specific data organization which allows for example several classifications to be used simultaneously. We will illustrate this
approachs interest with a critic of Deweys classification, that we had at first implemented despite its limits (acceding to a precise concept
is difficult, the organization is not intuitive, recent concepts or specific LSF concepts cannot be referenced, etc.). We will propose to
replace it with classifications directly created by our users and corresponding to their expectations and needs. This way the tree diagram
is built gradually and supervised by experts in each knowledge field.
Each content thus goes with descriptors and classifiers allowing it to play different parts depending on the context. Therefore a content
can at the same time be a concept, a classification theme or sub-theme, or an illustration – the context will mobilize the appropriate
contents depending on their descriptors and classifiers.
We will finally present our current work on integrating direct resources in LSF through descriptors defining a sign’s spatial position and
its moves (hands, body and face), in order to highlight our platforms great ability to evolve. We will also show that this data organization
allows an easy conversion to other countries sign languages.
Key words: French Sign Language, LSF, written languages, dynamic classification, deaf, collaborative website, concept, ontology.

1. Preamble
According to Gillots official report1, 80% of the French
deaf people are illiterate, and only 5% reach higher edu-
cation. Dalle has also declared in (Dalle, 2003) that ”illit-
eracy, short knowledge of written French, lack of diploma
and of qualifications as well as communicating problems
have great consequences on deaf adults’ social and profes-
sional integration”.

1http://cis.gouv.fr/spip.php?article1516

Since the French 11th February 2005 act, public schools
cannot refuse for any reason to take in a child living in its
defined area. Besides, all public websites must be entirely
accessible. In 2010, a state diploma will be created for
LSF teachers. In this context, new needs have appeared,
and appropriate bilingual teaching tools are increasingly
demanded.

Just as the French language, LSF has many regional vocab-
ulary differences, and it constantly enriches itself with new
words, thanks to its speakers who create signs to name new
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concepts and/or concepts that are specific to a knowledge
field. As the deaf people increasingly access university and
professional environments, this phenomenon is enhanced.
(Duquesne-Belfais, 2007) stresses out that each concept –
once its has been attributed a name or a sign – can be used
to define a more abstract concepts characteristics and can
take part in building a knowledge network. Nominalizing
the concepts characteristics allows it to change its status,
switching from implicit to explicit, and to take part in con-
structing a rigorous language.

2. ”OCELLES” PROJECT
The main support of the ”OCELLES” project (Moreau,
2008) is a collaborative website, entirely bilingual
French/LSF, and which proposes for each concept at least
one definition and its associated descriptors – in both lan-
guages – in all possible knowledge fields. Before being
spread on-line, the information given by users (text, pic-
ture, video, presentation) is examined by experts on form
and content, and is validated or rejected by these experts
with an explanation.
The project is currently under testing and will be published
at http://www.ocelles.fr.

2.1. Managing users and rights

Running with a GPL licence2, the website is free to all.
Users may access different statuses:

• visitors browse on the websites public content.

• they become users when registering and filling a form
establishing their profile. The collected information
– on their scholarship, track record, languages used
within family and social lives – will balance their an-
swers and advice concerning proposed signs.

• writers are users who have accepted the publication
terms. They may propose new contents and concepts
to experts – possibly supported by a classification.
They may also add videos to illustrate other authors
text sequences.

• experts are writers who validate the contents deposited
by writers. They must also provide an explanation to
the writer in the event of non validation.

• the administrator is expert in all fields. However his
main role is managing the portal without taking part
in expertises and publications.

We must specify that writer and expert statuses are only
attributed to a users knowledge field: a user may be expert
in mathematics, writer in philosophy and plain user in all
other fields.
Managing users rights so precisely should lead to a demo-
cratic and community use of our website, because the hier-
archy only depends on the chosen theme.

2http://www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html

2.2. Concepts
For each concept, a specific and dynamic webpage pro-
poses a definition, a translation into written language and
one or several signs in Sign Language. Considering re-
gional and sociological differences, several signs may be
proposed for each concept. Our project does not wish to
choose the ”ideal sign”, but wants to submit all proposals
to users. The definitions respect the following rules: Writ-
ten definitions must:

• give the concepts meaning and its main characteristics,

• be precise,

• begin with a general explanation,

• be a suitable substitute to the unknown word in a text,

• not integrate other definitions,

• not contains other words having the same root,

• not be circular.

Illustrations, examples, comments (educational or linguis-
tic etc.), slight differences, regional uses, connotations and
other are in addiction to the definition, not a part of it. A
Sign Language definition:

• must not contain any regional code or name (however
local signs may be used to refer to a concept),

• must avoid neologisms,

• should be punctuated in order to enable its sequencing.

The signing flow is adjusted for deaf or hearing learners.

Figure 1: Screenshot of a ”concept page”.

The platforms goal is not to provide a plain dictionary, but
a real network of ontologies. Links enable associations be-
tween concepts – ex. ”thesis” refers to ”arguing” – thanks
to the ”see also”, ”close concepts”, and ”opposite concepts”
descriptors. The links between concepts are flexible, and
more type of links can easily be integrated to ”OCELLES”.
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2.3. signs
Each sign proposal opens a new web page. Examples, con-
text and other descriptors as well as linguistic and episte-
mological comments can be added. Users are encouraged
to answer questions about:

• the context(s) in which they have encountered each
sign (class, job etc.),

• the sign characteristics – i.e. formed with one or two
hands, coming from a transfer (Cuxac, 2000) in form,
situation, person, configuration, position, moves, fa-
cial expression etc.

2.4. Proposals summary
For each concept, the answers given by other users are gath-
ered and summed up on one page. They can be linked to
their profiles, thus enabling for example a collection of in-
formation about geographical localization of each sign.
More than an exchange platform, the website is also a syn-
chronic linguistics observatory.

Figure 2: Screenshot of a ”summary page”.

3. Data organization model
3.1. A rigid classification and its limitations
At first we have used Deweys decimal classification (DDC),
usually used in libraries. We have chosen this system, de-
veloped by Melvil Dewey in 18763, because it exists and
classifies the whole set of human knowledge.
However, user tests, made on both deaf and hearing per-
sons, rapidly pointed up the difficulties we had sensed. The
DDC consists in classifying works and knowledge into 10
general categories, each one of them being divided and sub-
divided each time into 10 subcategories and so on as many
times as needed. Looking for a specific concept through
this tree diagram makes it imperative to:

• know into which categories and subcategories the con-
cept will classified,

• make no mistake through the tree diagram in choosing
the subdivisions.

3http://www.oclc.org/dewey/

This approach, not intuitive, will locate a low-level con-
cept very far from the head of the diagram, thus the low-
level concepts will be found only if the high-level ones are
known and understood.
As for the linguistic system LSF, it combines a categor-
ical aspect with its vocabulary structure. According to
(Courtin, 1998), the use of LSF by deaf children whose
parents are deaf and already signers increases categorizing
abilities compared to hearing or oralizing children. Courtin
has observed this phenomenon especially when the catego-
rization respects our worlds complexity by using prototypes
or diagrams (Bideaud et al., 1993). Indeed, signers often re-
fer to a concept through a series of prototypical examples
of it, thus defining the concept by extension. A rigid and
arbitrary classification could then disturb deaf users.
Besides, where and how should new concepts directly stem-
ming from Sign Language be classified, in a rigid classifi-
cation set upon written language ? (ex. ”LS Video”, video
recordings of formalised LSF used as a differed communi-
cation, or ”signary”, set of all signs in Sign Language).

3.2. Dynamic classification
One of our main issues concerning the data organization is
to manage to adjust users different viewpoints and different
uses of the website. Our portal must be able to easily evolve
and include new concepts as well as new descriptions or
functionalities, such as illustrations, homonyms, antonyms,
etc. Keeping using a rigid data organization is impossible.
That is why we have chosen a data organization which con-
siders a priori each one of the web site’s elements as a con-
tent. In parallel, an associative and dynamic structure has
been set up, enabling to link contents together according to
their roles and to the descriptors associated to these roles
(Moreau and Mascret, 2008).
This way, one content may be used several times because in
different contexts, depending on the associations it belongs
to – roles and descriptors (Bénel, 2003).
Let us give an example : in our website, a classification
node has a role of theme. A theme is also a concept for ex-
ample ”language”. This theme lists other themes and con-
cepts. ”Language”, as a theme, contains the themes ”lex-
icon”, ”grammar”... Moreover, ”language”, as a content,
also has a role of illustrator to the concept ”lexicon”. This
way, one content – here ”language” – has different roles
(theme, concept). Each one of these roles has its own de-
scriptors (concept’s illustration, other related concept ...).
Finally, the diagram tree must allow a concept to be clas-
sified in several themes without duplicating it. Libraries
often face this problem when classifying works containing
several themes – a book about science in the 19th century
should be classified into history as well as science.

3.3. Discussion : a dynamic classification built on LSF
linguistic parameters?

According to (Cuxac, 2000), two discursive enunciation
strategies coexist in LSF. Through the visual-gestual chan-
nel, the signer chooses to say without showing, or to say
and show. This way, he can visually re-present the experi-
ence thanks to the greatest resemblance between a sequence
of signs and the experience itself. Or else he can use the
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standard sign that does not resemble the referent. Based
on this theory of iconicity, our research draws the assump-
tion of a hierarchy between the linguistic parameters used
in signs as meaningful elements.
If those greatly iconic structures involve infra-lexical lin-
guistic elements that do not belong to the lexicon, they ap-
pear most often in narrating sequences and remain nonethe-
less unmentioned in Sign Language dictionaries. However,
if we consider that these structures are an integral part of
Sign Language, how should we integrate them into our web
site?
Two perspectives are suggested to answer this question.
The first one consists in considering the minimal structures
of realization in Sign Language. The linguistic parame-
ters of configuration, movement, location (Stokoe et al.,
2000) and orientation (Friedman, 1977), (Liddell, 1980),
(Moody, 1983), (Yau, 1992) cannot be considered as such.
Indeed, even if a human mind can make a relevant distinc-
tion between them as isolated elements conveying meaning,
they must be used simultaneously in order to be activated
while communicating. Contrary to vocal languages, realiz-
ing a signifying form in a Sign Language cannot be made
through a succession of distinct realizations of isolated and
non-signifying elements. Minimal realization structures in
Sign Language may be ranged on a growing complexity
scale, starting from the formal transfer (infra-conceptual
level) and going up to the double transfer (level where sev-
eral actors, location parameters and utterances can be com-
bined). These various structures use the same linguistic pa-
rameters during the same realization laps of time.
The second perspective is based on the dialectics between
syntagm and paradigm. When narratives contain highly
iconic structures, the value of an element at a given time
undergoes a type of syntagmatic pressure – which does not
necessarily come from preceding or following units, but
from other units occurring at the same time and taking part
in the minimal form of realization as well. Yet, the si-
multaneity is not a sufficient clue to conclude that it is a
paradigm, since this pressure can be seen. In a Sign Lan-
guage, the pressure stemming from the context does not
only influence the temporal dimension. The spatial dimen-
sion exerts constraints as well, but this time simultaneous
instead of successive. Regarding these two perspectives,
our users are questioned about their perceptions and repre-
sentations of the meaningful infra-conceptual units – while
first visiting each ”sign page”.
We do not want to collect ”correct” answers, but to gather
the most identical ones. This way, our classification leans
on a consensus amongst users. However, our experts can
impose a classification and may concentrate the researches
for a sign through these answers, without necessarily using
the material as a final classification.
Based on our users’ answers, descriptors and/or classifiers
are assigned to each sign, according to the summary of a
dynamic amount of identical and meaningful answers. The
data base model we propose is based on the idea of mod-
elling the interactions giving sense to the content – and not
the content itself. The polymorphic use of contents implies
a data organization based on the role we wish a content to
play, as explained above. In this way, an ”answer” – as

a content – has both roles of answer to a question and of
classifying and research element. One or several specific
descriptors correspond to each role.
This approach of a dynamic classification of concepts, built
upon LSF linguistic parameters specific to each sign, en-
ables us to propose our users to look up concepts through
the site directly in LSF, without having to know the con-
cepts’ written signifiers. Later on, a dynamic classification
could also be based upon sign writing4.
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